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Abstract

Weakly supervised object localization (WSOL) aims at

learning to localize objects of interest by only using the

image-level labels as the supervision. While numerous ef-

forts have been made in this field, recent approaches still

suffer from two challenges: one is the part domination is-

sue while the other is the learning robustness issue. Specif-

ically, the former makes the localizer prone to the local dis-

criminative object regions rather than the desired whole ob-

ject, and the latter makes the localizer over-sensitive to the

variations of the input images so that one can hardly ob-

tain localization results robust to the arbitrary visual stim-

ulus. To solve these issues, we propose a novel framework

to strengthen the learning tolerance, referred to as SLT-Net,

for WSOL. Specifically, we consider two-fold learning toler-

ance strengthening mechanisms. One is the semantic toler-

ance strengthening mechanism, which allows the localizer

to make mistakes for classifying similar semantics so that

it will not concentrate too much on the discriminative local

regions. The other is the visual stimuli tolerance strengthen-

ing mechanism, which enforces the localizer to be robust to

different image transformations so that the prediction qual-

ity will not be sensitive to each specific input image. Fi-

nally, we implement comprehensive experimental compar-

isons on two widely-used datasets CUB and ILSVRC2012,

which demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed ap-

proach.

1. Introduction

Object detection [22, 18] has made great progress in re-

cent years due to the success of convolutional neural net-

works (CNNs) [27, 30, 9, 15, 17]. However, the conven-

tional methods would still suffer from the heavy labor costs

for providing the bounding box annotations, which makes

researchers start paying more attention on the weakly su-

pervised object localization (WSOL) problem [16, 53, 28,

48, 6, 19, 5]. Different from the fully supervised methods,
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Figure 1. Example of typical WSOL issues. (a) Part domination:

focusing on most discriminative parts of the object. (b) Sensitive

to visual stimulus: the localization accuracy of different instances

show the different convergence trend. The IOU values are shown

in white text; the predicted and ground-truth boxes are shown in

green and red, respectively.

WSOL methods only require the image-level annotations

and thus can save a lot of time and labor costs.

Previous WSOL methods can be divided into two main

categories, i.e., the unified localization-classification frame-

work and the separated localization-classification frame-

work. The former framework predicts the localization map

and classification results in the same network which has

been exhaustively studied in the prior works [53, 25, 28,

48, 49, 6, 40, 20]. While the latter framework is appeared

in two of the most recent works [42, 19]. These methods

achieve localization and classification in two separate net-

works, where off-the-shelf CNN models are directly used

as the classifiers. Specifically, in GC-Net [19], the authors

first generate a geometry constrained mask to split fore-

ground and background. Then, they optimize the obtained

mask under the guidance of a trained classifier. Different

form GC-Net, PSOL [42] directly uses an co-localization

methods DDT [53] to generate pseudo bounding boxes

for the localization branch. Since the unified localization-

classification framework has to change the network archi-

tecture to obtain better localization performance, the sepa-
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Figure 2. SLT-Net consists of the localizer, regressor, and classifier. (a) When train the localization branch, the input image and transformed

image are fed into the localizer to get two class activate maps (CAM). Then inverse transformations are applied to the CAM of the

transformed image, and the inverse transformed CAM is matched to the original CAM. The regressor is supervised by the predicted

location of the localizer. (b) The classifier is trained independently. (c) In the inference process, we get the classification and localization

results from the classifier and regressor, respectively.

rated localization-classification framework will have higher

classification accuracy. In this paper, we adopt to use the

separated localization-classification framework.

For both of the aforementioned WSOL frameworks, one

typical problem is the part domination effect of CNNs: pre-

dictions tend to be dominated by the most discriminative

parts of the object. As shown in Figure 1a, since the Com-

mon Raven category and White-necked Raven category has

little difference except the color of the neck regions, the

class activate maps extracted from these images would only

focus on the neck of the bird, which will lead to an incor-

rect prediction of the object location. We believe that the

reason for this phenomenon is the lack of tolerance to the se-

mantic mistakes. In other words, network models used for

localization should not be punished too much for predict-

ing a similar but wrong semantic class. Another problem

in WSOL is the learning robustness issue. While only the

image-level supervision is available, the model can hardly

extract the equivariant patterns during the learning process.

This makes the models sensitive to the variations of the in-

put visual stimulus, such as different hues, contrast, texture,

spatial location, etc. Consequently, the convergence trends

of different instances’ localization accuracy become quite

different. As shown in Figure 1b, although the two images

belong to the same category Bobolink, the localization ac-

curacy of the top image increases in the whole training pro-

cess. On the contrary, the localization result of the bottom

image is accurate in the first training epoch and then drifts

to inaccurate regions at the terminate iteration. This phe-

nomenon makes it hard to obtain a WSOL model that can

achieve accurate performance for the arbitrary input images.

Maybe it is hard to eliminate the variations of the input im-

ages, but we can alleviate this problem by enhancing the

model’s tolerance to such variations on our own initiative.

Based on the above considerations, in this paper, we pro-

pose a novel weakly supervised object localization frame-

work to strengthen the learning tolerance to 1) the mistakes

made in semantic classifying and 2) different image trans-

formations. We name the proposed methods the SLT-Net.

As shown in Figure 2, SLT-Net is a separate localization-

classification framework that contains three sub-networks:

a localizer, a regressor, and a classifier. The localizer and

regressor compose the localization branch that provides the

location predictions, while the classifier takes responsibility

for predicting the class. To make the localizer tolerate the

semantic classification mistakes, we design a class-tolerant

classification module and the corresponding class-tolerant

activation mapping technique to generate the location map.

Specifically, for each input image, we divide all candidate

categories into two groups: one contains the correct cat-

egory together with its similar categories, while the other

contains the categories that of less similarity to the cor-

rect category. For the categories from the former group,

we reduce their training losses to make the model allevi-

ate the part dominant effect. For the categories from the

later group, we use the normal classification training strat-

egy to improve the ability of the localizer to distinguish the

foreground and background. Moreover, to enhance the tol-

erance for different input visual stimulus, we first apply im-

age transformations to actively improve the variability of

the training images and then enable the model to learn the

desired equivariant patterns by minimizing the difference

between the class activates maps of the transformed image

and the original image.

To sum up, this work mainly contains the following four-

fold contributions:

• We propose a novel separated localization classifica-

tion method SLT-Net for weakly supervised object

localization. SLT-Net improves localization perfor-

mance by strengthening the learning tolerance to se-
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mantic mistakes and data distribution diversity.
• We propose a class-tolerance classification module to

strengthen the tolerance of semantic classification mis-

takes, which can mitigate the part domination prob-

lem by reducing the punishment of error classification

among similar categories.
• We strengthen the tolerance to image diversity by

matching the visual response map of the transformed

image to that of the original image.
• Experiments on the fine-grained dataset CUB and

large-scale dataset ILSVRC2012 demonstrate the ef-

fectiveness of the proposed method.

2. Related Works
Unified localization-classification weakly supervised

object localization. WSOL aims to locate the object when

only the image-level annotation is available. Based on the

success of CNNs in classification, Simonyan et al. propose

a visualization technique that can compute a class saliency

map for WSOL [26]. Class activation map (CAM) [53] in-

troduced the global average pooling (GAP) layer behind the

final feature of a CNN to generate class-specific localiza-

tion maps and find discriminative regions. Grad-cam [25]

and Grad-cam++ [3] utilize the gradients flow to produce

the localization map and do not need the GAP layer. Af-

terward, many methods are proposed to improve the local-

ization performance by erasing the discriminative regions

of the image or feature, forcing the networks to capture a

more part of the object region rather than its most discrimi-

native region [28, 48, 6, 20]. SPG [49] utilizes the discrim-

inative regions from the latter layers to train the earlier lay-

ers. CutMix [41] explores a data augmentation technique to

simultaneously improve classification and localization per-

formance by mixing objects of different categories. Bae et

al. [1] proposed several techniques to resolve the bias of

global average pooling and instability of thresholding refer-

ence in CAM. I2C [50] take inter-class relation into consid-

eration and achieves a good performance.

Separated Localization-Classification Weakly Super-

vised Object Localization. Unlike methods that achieve

the classification and localization by the same network,

PSOL [42] achieves the classification and localization task

by two separate networks, and the localization network is

trained by pseudo bounding boxes that are generated by a

class-agnostic co-localization method DDT [39]. Moreover,

GC-Net [19] also utilizes two separate networks in the infer-

ence process. GC-Net first trains a classifier, then fixes its

parameters and train the detection network. In this paper,

we propose a separate localization-classification method

SLT-Net for weakly supervised object localization. We en-

hance the semantic tolerance of the localizer by exploring

a new way to utilize the classification label. Moreover, we

propose a novel training strategy to make the model insen-

sitive to the inconsistency of images.

Weakly supervised object detection. Weakly super-

vised object detection (WSOD) aims to train a detector by

weaker supervision such as image-level labels [2, 36, 45,

46]. Most methods handle WSOD as a multiple instance

learning problem, in which object proposals must be pro-

vided and the model is trained to select the the most con-

fident proposal [2, 33, 32, 37, 35, 23]. Bilen et al. pro-

posed an end-to-end architecture for WSOD [2]. Then

many methods were proposed to improve the performance

by multi-stage refinement [33, 32, 4], better optimization

strategy [37, 37], curriculum learning [47, 43, 45] etc. Some

researchers also jointly training weakly supervised object

detection and weakly supervised segmentation by multi-

task learning [11, 12, 44]. Recently, there are some work

jointly using audio-visual cues for weakly-supervised ob-

ject localization [52, 8, 51, 10].

3. Methods
Given a series of images and only image-level labels

from C categories, the goal of WSOL is to train a model

that can precisely locate and classify the objects in the im-

ages. In this section, we first present the overview of the

proposed SLT-Net, then we give a brief review of the class

activation mapping (CAM) [53], which is used as the base-

line in this paper. Finally, we give a detailed description of

each module of SLT-Net.

3.1. Overview
As shown in Figure 2, the proposed SLT-Net consists of

three networks: the localizer that is trained using the image-

level annotations and aims to predict the location implicitly,

the regressor that is trained by the prediction of the local-

izer, and the classifier that aims to predict the classification

results. The loss of the proposed SLT-Net is defined as

LSLT-Net = LLOC + LREG + LCLS. (1)

In the training process of the localization branch, the

localizer and the regressor are trained synchronously. As

shown in Figure 2a, the localizer consists of a semantic tol-

erance module (SMT) and visual stimuli tolerance module

(VST). In every single iteration, its input is a training image

and its transformed image, and the loss function is:

LLOC = LSMT + βLVST (2)

where LSMT is the semantic mistakes tolerance loss and

LVST is the visual stimulus tolerance loss, which will be de-

scribed in Section 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. β is a trade-off

hyperparapeter.

Then we use the prediction map of the localizer to gener-

ate the bounding box p = (x1

m
, y1

m
, x2

m
, y2

m
), where (x1, y1)

are the top-left coordinate of the bounding box, (x2, y2) are

the bottom-right coordinate of the bounding box, and m is

the downsampling factor. This prediction map of the local-

izer is used as the pseudo label to train the regressor. Dif-

ferent from the localizer, the regressor predicts the location
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Figure 3. Architecture of the CAM (a) and the proposed class-

tolerance classification module (b).

in an explicit way. In this paper, we build the regressor by

adding two fully connected layers and corresponding ReLU

layers behind the backbone network, we utilize the Smooth

L1 loss [13] as the regression loss LREG:

LREG(p, p̂) =

4
∑

i=1

smoothL1
(pi − p̂i) (3)

in which

smoothL1
(x) =

{

0.5x2, if |x| < 1

|x| − 0.5, otherwise
(4)

The classifier is trained independently from the lo-

calizer and regressor. Given the predicted logits x =
[x1, x2, ..., xC ], and ground truth y = [y1, y2, ..., yC ], yi ∈
{0, 1}, the loss of the classifier is the cross entropy loss:

LCLS(x,y) = LCE(x,y) = −

C
∑

i=1

yi log xi (5)

In the inference process, we get classification predictions

from the classifier and the locations from the regressor. In

this paper, we mainly explore how to improve the perfor-

mance of the localization branch, which is presented in the

following sections.

3.2. Review of Class Activation Map (CAM)
Even though many methods have been proposed to solve

the WSOL problem in recent years, most of them are still

based on CAM [53]. Figure 3a shows the framework of

CAM. Suppose the feature map of spatial size W ×H and

N channels as F ∈ R
W×H×N . CAM first feeds the final

feature map F into the global average pooling (GAP) layer.

Let the n-th channel of F be Fn, it is pooled into a vector

by the GAP layer:

vn =
1

W ×H

∑

(w,h)

Fn(w, h) (6)

where vn ∈ R
1×1 is the pooled feature vector of Fn.

Fn(w, h) denotes the element of position (h,w).

Then the pooled feature vector v ∈ R
1×N is feed to a

fully connected layer. Let the parameters of the fully con-

nected layer as W ∈ R
N×C , CAM of class c is:

Mc =

N
∑

n=1

wn,c · Fn (7)

where wn,c is the element of W and Mc ∈ R
W×H .

The total class activate maps of the input image is M =
[M1,M2, ...,MC ]. Then CAM segments the regions with

the top 20% values and chose the bounding box that covers

the largest connected component as the predicted localiza-

tion result.

CAM trains the model as a classifier, its performance in

terms of GT-Known LOC is pretty low, but the peak lo-

calization performance of CAM in the training process is

pretty high. In this paper, we adopt CAM as our base local-

izer and propose learning tolerance mechanisms to tackle

the part domination and learning robust issue.

3.3. Learning Tolerance to Semantic Mistakes
The conventional WSOL works always regard the model

as a classifier and use the cross entropy loss as the the classi-

fication loss. However, training a WSOL model as a classi-

fier will make the model has little tolerance for the seman-

tic classification mistakes and lead to the part domination

problem. In this paper, as it is unnecessary to consider the

classification performance of the localizer under a separated

localization-classification framework, we propose a novel

classification module that aims to strengthen the tolerance

to the classification mistakes, which guide the localization

branch to obtain the best localization results.

Figure 3b shows the architecture of the semantic mis-

takes tolerance module (SMT). We think the main reason

why traditional classification will lead to part domination

problem is that the network has to accurately distinguish

one category from other categories that have a similar ap-

pearance to it, so in the proposed semantic mistakes toler-

ance module, we reduce the loss by a factor of α, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1
when the top-K predicted scores (top-K(x)) contain the

correct ground truth, which would make the loss have less

effect on the weights of the network in the backpropagation.

Suppose the k-th category is the correct label, i.e., yk = 1,

the loss of the semantic mistakes tolerance module is :

LSMT(x,y) =

{

α · LCE(x,y), if xk ∈ top-K(x)

LCE(x,y), otherwise
(8)

value K is used to control how many categories are consid-

ered highly relevant to the real category, and α is used to

control the reduction of punishment. This loss will become

the cross entropy loss when K = 1 and α = 1.

This kind of design would bring two benefits. Firstly,

compared to previous WSOL methods that regard the model

as a classifier, the semantic mistakes tolerance module

would significantly relieve the part domination problem.

The localizer does not need to distinguish one category from
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Table 1. The quantitative results on CUB dataset when VGG16 is

used as backbone. ∗denotes results not from the original paper and

the reference behind it is the data sources. The results of the first

and second are shown in red and green, respectively.

Method
Top-1 Top-1 GT-known

CLS LOC LOC

VGG16-CAM [53] 76.6 44.2 58.0

VGG16-ACoL [48] 71.9 45.9 59.3

VGG16-SPG [49] 75.5 48.9 -

VGG16-HaS-32∗ [1] 66.1 49.5 71.6

VGG16-ADL [6] 65.3 52.4 75.4

VGG16-DANet [40] 75.4 52.5 -

VGG16-MEIL [20] 74.8 57.5 73.8

VGG16-PSOL [42] - 66.3 -

VGG16-GC-Net [19] 76.8 63.2 -

VGG16-SLT-Net 76.6 67.8 87.6

its K − 1 most similar categories precisely. Secondly, com-

pared to PSOL [42] that uses an unsupervised method as the

localizer, the proposed semantic mistakes tolerance mod-

ule can help the localizer to maintain certain discrimination

ability to reduce the false response on the background, as

we use the classification loss when the correct category is

in the K + 1 to C-th predicted scores.

As the objective function will also makes CAMs of

Top-K predicted categories contain the response to the ob-

ject, so in the semantic mistakes tolerance module, the fi-

nal localization map is generated by averaging the CAMs

of the top-K predicted categories (top-K ACAM). Let

t = [t1, t2, ..., tK ] be the top-K categories in the predicted

scores, the localization map A is generated by:

A =
1

K

∑

j∈t

Mj (9)

where A ∈ R
W×H .

3.4. Learning Tolerance to Visual Stimulus
As shown in Figure 1b, the diversity of visual stimulus

makes the WSOL model can only obtain accurate location

on the part of images. The visual stimulus of images is com-

posed by virous factors and it is impossible to eliminate its

diversity, but we can enhance WSOL models’ tolerance to

it. In this paper, we design a training strategy to reduce the

influence of the visual stimulus on the localizer. As shown

in Figure 2a, we first transform the original image I by sev-

eral transformations:

It = g(I) (10)

where It is the transformed image, g(·) denotes the visual

transformations, we use several transformations like color

jitter (includes brightness, contrast, saturation, and hue),

horizontally flip, scale. Then we fed the original image and

transformed the image into the localizer, and get the two

class activate maps:

Mo = floc(Wloc, I) Mt = floc(Wloc, I
t) (11)

where floc(·) and Wloc denote the inference operation and

weights of the localizer, respectively. Mo ∈ R
W×H×C

Table 2. The quantitative results on CUB dataset when Incep-

tionV3 is used as backbone. ∗ denotes results not from the original

paper and the reference behind it is the data sources. The results

of the first and second are shown in red and green, respectively.

Method
Top-1 Top-1 GT-known

CLS LOC LOC

GoogLeNet-CAM [53] 73.8 41.1 -

GoogLeNet-HaS-32∗ [1] 75.4 47.4 61.1

GoogLeNet-ADL∗ [1] 73.4 51.3 66.8

GoogLeNet-SPG [49] - 46.6 -

GoogLeNet-DANet [40] 71.2 49.5 -

GoogLeNet-GC-Net [19] 76.8 58.6 -

InceptionV3-ADL [6] 74.6 53.0 -

InceptionV3-PSOL [42] - 65.5 -

InceptionV3-I2C [50] - 56.0 72.6

InceptionV3-SLT-Net 76.4 66.1 86.5

is the class acitvate map of the original image, Mt ∈

R
W

′

×H
′

×C is the class acitvate map of the transformed im-

age. Then we utilize inverse transformation to Mt:

Mit = g
′

(Mt) (12)

where g
′

denote the reverse transform operation, Mit ∈
R

W×H×C . It is notable that the inverse transformation is

only utilized for spatial transformations like horizontally

flip, scale.

To makes the predicted location of the localizer insensi-

tive to the diversity of visual stimulus like color or spatial

jitter (i.e., transformations we used), we think that the CAM

of I should as similar as possible to the inverse transformed

CAM of It, so we use mean squared error loss (l2 loss) as

the visual stimulus tolerance loss:

LVST =
1

W ×H
‖ Mo −Mit ‖

2

2 (13)

By such a design, the localizer will insensitive to the

transformations we have used to generate It, so the toler-

ance of the localizer to the visual stimulus will increase.

Similar strategy has been used in multi-label image clas-

sification [14] and weakly supervised semantic segmanta-

tion [38], but in this paper it is designed for a different pur-

pose as it aims at strengthening the learning tolerance to

visual stimulus.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental Setup

Datasets. We evaluate our method on two wildly used

WSOL benchmarks, i.e., CUB (Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-

2011) [34] and ILSVRC2012 [7, 24]. CUB is a fine-

grained dataset containing 200 categories of birds, and con-

sists of 5,994 training images and 5,794 testing images.

ILSVRC2012 is a large-scale classification dataset with

1000 categories. We use the subset51 that contains 1.2 mil-

lion training images and 50 thousand validation images.

1This subset has not been changed since 2012
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Table 3. The quantitative results on ILSVRC2012 dataset when

VGG16 is used as backbone. The results of the first and second

are shown in red and green, respectively.

Method
Top-1 Top-1 Top-5 GT-known

CLS LOC LOC LOC

Backprop [26] - 38.9 48.5 -

VGG16-CAM [53] 68.8 42.8 54.9 59.0

VGG16-ACoL [48] 67.5 45.8 59.4 63.0

VGG16-ADL [6] 69.5 44.9 - -

VGG16-MEIL [20] 70.3 46.8 - -

VGG16-PSOL [42] - 50.9 60.9 64.0

VGG16-I2C [50] 69.4 47.4 58.5 63.9

VGG16-SLT-Net 72.4 51.2 62.4 67.2

Metrics. Following previous works [42, 50], the clas-

sification performance is measured by Top-1/Top-5 accu-

racy (Top-1/Top-5 CLS), the localization performance is

measured by Top-1/Top-5 accuracy (Top-1/Top-5 LOC) and

with known ground-truth class (GT-known LOC). Specifi-

cally, Top-1/Top-5 CLS is correct if the Top-1/Top-5 pre-

dict categories contain the correct label. GT-known LOC

is correct when the intersection over union (IoU) between

the ground-truth and the prediction is larger than 0.5 and

does not consider whether the predicted category is correct.

Top-1/Top-5 LOC is correct when Top-1/Top-5 CLS and

GT-Known LOC are both correct. Since the classification

performance is not considered when training the localizer,

we only utilize the GT-known LOC metric to evaluate the

performance of localizer.

Implementation details. We use VGG [27] and Incep-

tionV3 [31] as the backbone of the classifier and regres-

sor. Of note, we used the same backbone for the classi-

fier and regressor. For the localizer, according to previous

unified classification-localization methods [53, 40, 49], we

replace the last pooling layer and two fully connected lay-

ers of VGG16 with a GAP layer and remove the last three

convolution blocks of InceptionV3.

While training the localizer and regressor, we use mini-

batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [29] as the opti-

mizer, the momentum, and the weight decay is set as 0.9 and

0.0005, respectively, the learning rate is 0.0002, and batch

size is 16. We train 2 epochs on ILSVRC2012 and 4 epochs

on CUB. On ILSVRC2012 dataset, we set α = 0.2, β = 10,

K = 100. For experiments on CUB, set α = 0.4, K = 30,

and keep other hyperparameters the same as ILSVRC2012.

In the training process of localizer, regressor and classifier,

following [19] and [42], if the backbone is VGG16, we re-

size the input image to size 256 × 256 and then crop it to

224×224. If InceptionV3 is used as the backbone, we resize

the input image to size 320× 320 and crop it to 299× 299.

For testing models, following previous works [53, 6, 19], we

use ten crop augmentations to get final classification results

and use single image input for all our localization results.

Table 4. The quantitative results on ILSVRC2012 dataset when In-

ceptionV3 is used as backbone. The results of the first and second

are shown in red and green, respectively.

Method
Top-1 Top-1 Top-5 GT-known

CLS LOC LOC LOC

GoogLeNet-Backprop [26] - 38.7 49.5 -

GoogLeNet-GMP [53] 64.4 42.2 54.7 -

GoogLeNet-CAM [53] 65.0 43.6 57.0 -

GoogLeNet-HaS-32 [28] 70.7 45.2 - 60.3

GoogLeNet-ACoL [48] 71.0 46.7 57.4 -

InceptionV3-CAM [53] 73.3 46.3 58.2 62.7

InceptionV3-SPG [49] - 48.6 60.0 -

InceptionV3-DANet [40] 72.5 47.5 58.3 -

InceptionV3-ADL [6] 72.8 48.7 - -

InceptionV3-PSOL [42] - 54.8 63.3 65.2

InceptionV3-MEIL [20] 73.3 49.5 - -

InceptionV3-GC-Net [19] 77.4 49.1 58.1 -

InceptionV3-I2C [50] 73.3 53.1 64.1 68.5

InceptionV3-SLT-Net 78.1 55.7 65.4 67.6

We implement our method on python and Pytorch [21] 2.

4.2. Ablation studies

Ablation studies about the localizer. We perform ab-

lation studies to analyze the localizer on both CUB and

ILSVRC2012 dataset and report the results in Table 5, all

the results are measured by GT-Know LOC metric, and the

backbone is CAM [53]. As shown in Table 5, VGG16-CAM

achieves 59.0% and 58.0% on CUB and ILSVRC2012

dataset, respectively. However, CAM considers both classi-

fication and localization performance. Still, the localizer

in our approach only takes localization performance into

consideration, so we change the optimization strategy to

achieve the best localization performance. Specifically, we

train the localizer with a lower learning rate (from 0.001 to

0.0002) and fewer training iterations. This strategy (New

Optimization) can bring a 16.3% improvement on the CUB

dataset and 1.1% on the ILSVRC2012 dataset. There are

two possible reasons that the new optimization strategy

leads to large improvement on the CUB dataset: 1) CUB

is a fine-grained dataset whose 200 categories all belong to

“bird”; 2) CUB contains only 5994 training images, which

is far less than ILSVRC2012. These two factors make part

domination and overfitting of the model on CUB more se-

vere. Under this circumstance, reducing the training itera-

tions and decrease the learning rate will greatly increase the

localization performance.

On this basis, the proposed semantic mistakes tolerance

module achieves a balance between enhancing the ability

to distinguish foreground-background and reducing the part

domination effect. Only using the semantic mistakes toler-

ance loss (LSMT) in training can raise the performance to

60.5% and 75.7% on the CUB and ILSVRC2012 dataset.

The complete semantic mistakes tolerance module (LSMT

with top-K ACAM) and achieve 61.2% and 78.9% on these

2Code is available at https://github.com/gyguo/SLT-Net
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Table 5. Ablation studies about network architecture of the local-

izer on CUB and ILSVRC2012 dataset, measured by GT-Know

LOC.

Baseline
√ √ √ √ √ √

New Optimization
√ √ √ √ √

LSMT

√ √ √

top-K ACAM
√ √

LVST

√ √

GT-Know ILSVRC 59.0 60.1 60.5 61.2 62.7 63.4

LOC (%) CUB 58.0 74.3 75.7 78.9 81.3 85.6

two dataset. Moreover, the proposed visual stimulus tol-

erance (LVST) can make the optimal threshold cover more

instances and achieves localization performance of 62.7%

and 81.3% on ILSVRC2012 and CUB dataset, respectively.

Finally, The complete method achieves 63.4% and 85.6%

on the ILSVRC2012 and CUB dataset, respectively. The

proposed localizer outperforms the baseline by 2.4% on

ILSVRC2012 and 11.3% on CUB.

Comparison of different methods to generate pseudo

bounding boxes. The learning framework of our method is

similar to PSOL [42]. The main difference between POSL

and our method exists in the localizer. Different PSOL that

directly uses an unsupervised co-localization method DDT

[39] as the localizer, we propose a learning-based approach

to make the model use the classification label reasonably.

In Table 6, we list the GT-Known LOC accuracy of DDT,

CAM[53] and our localizer on both CUB and ILSVRC2012

dataset. We use the reported results of DDT in the original

paper of PSOL, in which the resolution of the training image

is 448× 448. Following PSOL, we evaluate our method on

various backbone networks to choose the localizer to gen-

erate pseudo bounding boxes.

As shown in Table 6, Even though DDT can achieve

a high localization performance on the CUB dataset (85.6

in terms of GT-Known LOC), but its performance on

ILSVRC2012 is not good enough. Its best localization per-

formance on ILSVRC2012 is 61.9%, which is lower than

CAM (62.7%). Compared to DDT, our method brings a

small performance improvement on the CUB dataset (from

84.6% to 85.6%) and lifts the localization performance of

ILSVRC2012 from 61.9% to 66.7%.

Moreover, based on the performance comparison in Ta-

ble 6, we choose the localizer with InceptionV3 to generate

pseudo boxes for the ILSVRC2012 dataset and the localizer

with VGG16 to generate pseudo boxes for the CUB dataset.

Ablation studies about hyperparameter K and α. K

and α represent how the localizer tolerates the semantic

mistakes. As shown in Figure 4, we chose different K and

α values to study the localization performance changes with

the variant semantic mistakes tolerance. For hyperparame-

ter K, the localization accuracy first increases and reaches

the largest performance at K = 30. This is because the

model will become more tolerant to the semantic mistakes

Table 6. The GT-Known LOC accuarcy of co-localization method

(DDT) and our method (Ours). The best results are highlighted in

bold font and red, while the second bests are in green.

Method ILSVRC2012 CUB

CAM-VGG16 [53] 59.0 58.0

CAM-InceptionV3 [53] 62.7 -

DDT-ResNet50 [39] 59.9 72.4

DDT-VGG16 [39] 61.4 84.6

DDT-InceptionV3 [39] 51.9 51.8

DDT-DenseNet161 [39] 61.9 78.1

Ours-DenseNet161 55.3 64.9

Ours-ResNet50 54.0 68.2

Ours-VGG16 63.4 85.6

Ours-InceptionV3 65.7 78.6
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Figure 4. GT-Known LOC (%) with the changes of hyperparame-

ters K and α on CUB dataset.

when K is larger, and the part domination problem can be

alleviated. However, if the localizer is too tolerated to the

semantic mistakes, the discrimination ability of the model

will obviously degenerate, which will make the model can

not distinguish the foreground and background very well,

that is the reason why the localization performance declines

when K changes from 30 to 60. Also, lager α will enhance

the discrimination ability of the model, which makes the

performance increase when α increases from 0.1 to 0.4.

However, the performance will decline rapidly after that.

This is due to when α approaches 1, the proposed semantic

tolerance loss will close to the traditional classification loss,

which aggravates the part domination.

4.3. Comparison with stateoftheart methods

We compare our method with state-of-the-art WSOL

methods on CUB and ILSVRC2012 dataset: CAM [53],

Hide-and-Seek [28], AcL [48], SPG [49], ADL [6], DANet

[40], MEIL [20], PSOL [42], GC-Net [19], I2C [50].

Experiments on CUB. In Table 1 and 2, we compare

our method with recent WSOL methods on both classifi-

cation and localization performance. This paper changes

the output size of the classifier from 1000 to 200 and ini-

tialized the remaining weights using those pre-trained from

ILSVRC2012. Our method achieves classification perfor-

mance of 76.6% and 76.4% in terms of Top1 CLS when

the backbone is VGG16 and InceptionV3, respectively. For

GT-Known LOC that reflects the localization performance,

our method achieves a novel state-of-the-art performance

of 87.6% based on VGG16 and achieves 86.5% when the

backbone is InceptionV3. In terms of Top1-LOC, our
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Figure 5. Visualization comparison with the baseline CAM method. The groundtruth bounding boxes are in red, the predictions are in

green, and the iou values (%) are shown in white text.

method exceeds PSOL [42] by a margin of 1.5% and 0.6%

when the backbone is VGG16 and InceptionV3, respec-

tively. Results on the CUB dataset demonstrate that the pro-

posed method can achieve good localization performance in

fine-grained images.

Experiments on ILSVRC2012. Table 3 and Table 4 re-

port the classification and localization performance of all

methods on the ILSVRC2012 dataset. For classification,

we directly use the pre-trained weights provided by Py-

Torch [21] for the classifier. When the backbone is VGG16,

we achieve 72.4% in terms of Top1 CLS, and InceptionV3

based classifier achieves 78.1% Top1 CLS.

For the localization performance, our method outper-

forms PSOL [42] by 3.2% and 2.4% in terms of GT-Known

LOC when the backbone is VGG16 and InceptionV3, re-

spectively. Also, our SLT-Net outperforms PSOL in terms

of TOP1/Top5 LOC on both two backbones. The perfor-

mance superior to PSOL [42] demonstrates the proposed

learning-driven localizer performs well on large scale natu-

ral images. I2C [50] is another well-performed method that

shows high performance on ILSVRC2012. When VGG16

is used as the backbone, our SLT-Net is ahead of I2C in

all three metrics. When InceptionV3 is the backbone, we

achieve comparable performance to I2C. Our SLT-Net out-

performs I2C in terms of Top1/Top5 LOC but slightly un-

derperforms I2C in terms of GT-Known LOC.

Results on ResNet and DenseNet. Following previous

separated localization-classification method PSOL [42], we

also provide the localization performance on the backbone

ResNet and DenseNet in Table 7. We report the results of

Top-1 LOC and GT-Known LOC.

Table 7. The localization performance on the backbone ResNet

and DenseNet. We report the localization performance of PSOL

and our SLT-Net.

PSOL/SLT-Net
CUB LOC ILSVRC2012 LOC

Top-1 GT-Known Top-1 GT-Known

ResNet50 70.7/72.3 -/90.7 54.0/56.2 65.4/68.5

DenseNet161 75.0/75.8 92.5/93.4 55.3/57.1 66.3/69.0

58.7

66.9

65.8

74.958.4

53.0epoch 1

epoch 2

epoch 4

…

Figure 6. Visualization of groundtruth, localizer and regressor

boxes in different epochs.

4.4. Visualization

In Figure 5, we give some visualization comparison be-

tween CAM with our new optimization strategy (mentioned

in Table 5) and the proposed SLT-Net. Figure 5a gives the

localization results on CUB and ILSVRC2012, and Fig-

ure 5b shows the change of localization results during train-

ing process, which demonstrate that our methods can sig-

nificantly alleviate the part domination and over-sensitive to

image diversity. Besides, in Figure 6, we show the predic-

tions of localizer and regressor in different training epochs.

5. Conclusion

We propose a Strengthen Learning Tolerance approach

(SLT-Net) to improve the localization performance of the

separate localization-classification framework. We first im-

prove the tolerance to semantic classification mistakes by

reducing the loss when top-K predicted categories contain

the correct label, which will alleviate the part domination

problem because the localizer does not need to distinguish

similar categories accurately. Moreover, to make the model

less sensitive to image distribution diversity, we apply sev-

eral visual transformations to the train images and match

their class activation maps to that of the original image.

The proposed SLT-Net can achieve 55.7% in terms of Top-1

localization accuracy, which surpasses the current state-of-

the-art method.
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